
Cheating allowed: ”Dreambear Saga” introduces power-ups 

The fishing game “Fisherman’s Pal” is the first mini game of the free online game “Dreambear Saga”, which has been updated. 

From now on, magic flashes can be used to activate power-ups while fishing. 

 

Hamburg, September 18
th
, 2012 – In their mail box the players 

of the free browsergame “Dreambear Saga” can now see an 

extraordinary gift: five “Magic Flashes”. This is the first set of 

many useful power-ups, which will be activated by magic 

flashes. This new feature adds a new dimension of fun and 

competition to the mini games. The best strategy will secure the 

players a place in the top ten of the international weekly 

highscores.  

The first batch of power-ups is now usable at fisher Hank. His 

fishing success can be tremendously increased if the power ups 

are used wisely. More effects can be unlocked with higher 

levels. For example, players can remove barrels and old shoes 

in order to have clear sight at the fishes. They can now even 

catch swordfish and electric eels for points. The magical treats 

trigger an overwhelming amout of fish and by using the ghost 

goggles even the transparent creatures of the lake become 



visible. A total of eight exciting power-ups can be used in the 

chase for points. 

 

Additionally, Hank has 

to assist in a new 

mission for all players, 

who have reached the 

eleventh level: An old 

tale tells that the lake accommodates small water Dreampets. 

But is this really true? Sally, the owner of the pet store can help 

– she is a real expert for Dreampets and hobby scientist. She 

already heard about the rare creatures and owns a machine, 

which records the movements of the shy animals.  

Everyone, who wants to know, what this ominous species 

„Somnium Aquaticus“ is about, can register for free at 

www.dreambearsaga.com and play the online game for free.  
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About Dreambear Saga: 
Dreambear Saga is a free online flash game. Surrounded by a fairytale-like world with hand-painted graphics the players become Dreambears 
and explore the idyllic Beronia. The future of the country is threatened by prince Growl, who wants to conquer the throne. The gamers avert his 
plans by solving numerous challenges like amusing mini games and exciting daily missions.   
An important role play social interactions: Everybody can meet new friends, chat with them and solve tasks together.   
Dreambear Saga was developed by the Dutch company WEBER Sites & Games BV. 
 
 

https://game.dreambearsaga.com/%22%20/l%20%22referrer=86ajlx97drfviot5&code=pm180912EN&language=en_GB
http://www.dtp-young.com/presse


About dtp young entertainment:  
dtp young entertainment GmbH started work in 2006. The Hamburg based company publishes trendy child, youth and family themed titles 
for console, PC, online and mobile platforms.  
At the heart of the dtp young portfolio are the internationally established own series labels, ‘Horse & Foal, ‘ANIKIDS’,  ‘Classics To Go’ 
and ‘J4G – JUST FOR GIRLS’. Also, standalone titles like ‘Just SING!’, the world’s first ever karaoke games for the Nintendo DSi™ and 
‘Dance! It’s your Stage’ featuring Detlef D! Soost belongs to its core business. In addition, selected strong international licenses such as 
‘Emily the Strange™’ and ‘America’s Next Top Model™’ complete the publisher’s offer.  
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